SELECTING OFFICIAL: COL Jenkins

CLOSING DATE: 08 July 2020
08 Jun 2020

JVA FY20-35
M-DAY VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

Open to all eligible CW1/WO1 and CW2/WO2 ranks. Based on the selecting board’s interview and
the officer’s records, the best candidate will be selected, regardless of rank.
POSITION: CW2
PARA/LIN:

– WO2 / Assistant Counter Fire

115 / 01

LOCATION:

HHB 115th, Cheyenne WY

DUTIES:
(Duties Attached)
REQUIREMENTS:
1. Current Officers in OR able to become a member of the WYARNG.
2. Open to CW1/WO1 and CW2/WO2 ranks.
3. MOS of 131A.
5. **Candidate must have a current dental exam (to include a digital panograph) and a Periodic Health
Assessment (PHA) within 12 months) Soldiers from out-of-state must be eligible to IST to the WYARNG.
6. **Be in current compliance with APFT and weight control program requirements OR have a current,
valid profile: M-day officers, no more than 14 months shall separate record tests (AR 350-1). At a
minimum, personnel will conduct height and weight at every APFT or at least every 6 months (AR 600-9).
7. WYARNG applicants remain eligible to apply if they are designated anywhere in the rating chain of a
delinquent evaluation(s). However, delinquent evaluations will be brought to the attention of the selection
panel and may be used as a discriminator. This applies to OERs and NCOERs of which the applicant is in
the rating chain in any capacity. A delinquent evaluation is any evaluation not completed, signed and
submitted 90 days after the end of the rating period.
** IF COVID 19 has prevented an applicant from having an updated PHA or APFT, applicant will be
allowed to use the most recent documents. **
INSTRUCTIONS:
Eligible Officers who are interested should proceed to
https://www.wyomilitary.wyo.gov/employment/army/ and apply through the website.
A board will be conducted either in person or via phone call to select the best-qualified applicant. The
board may consist of the rater of the position, and two randomly selected panel members. The Officer
Personnel Manager (OPM) will provide date, time, and location of interviews to applicants once the
Selecting official has determined a suitable time.
Projected date of assignment if selected is:

TBD

Para/Line 115/01 Assistant Counter Fire Officer
The assistant counterfire officer is in charge of the target processing section of the Target Acquisition
Platoon (TAP). He is positioned to assist the FAB counterfire officer. Duties of the assistant counterfire
officer include:











Supervises the target processing section of the FAB TAP.
Recommends and updates to weapons locating radar (WLR) coverage.
Acts as counterfire officer in the absence of the counterfire officer.
Ensures enemy indirect fire targets are passed to fire control and operations elements for
action.
Follows the target selection standards when developing enemy targets and suspected targets.
Acts as the principal advisor to the intelligence officer on the integration of WLR.
Assists in the development of the target acquisition tab portion of the operations order.
Conducts coordination of target acquisition assets with the intelligence, operations, and
targeting personnel.
Ensures information from shelling reports and mortar bombing reports are integrated into the
target development process.
Provides additional recommendations on the following—
o General position areas for the WLR.
o WLR coverage and cueing schedule.
o Additional target acquisition assets.
o Target development.
o Targeting information from other sources.

